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(Standard Operating Procedures) 

Overview 
KMC wants OSC to provide customer service for their company in the form of 
centralizing their contact point. OSC would then distribute the incoming calls to the 
proper destination depending on the type of call. The types of calls 
are: 

During Hours of Sam to 8pm EST Monday throwh Fridav 
Billing / Sales / Service/Trouble - KMC City sewicing customer or closest 
Camer Sales - 678-380-5036 (Angela Bynum) 
Press -703-3 18-5463 (Jim Crawford) 

0 Financial - 908-470-2130 (Marci Dean) 
Employee Accounts - 256-705-1 303 (Phillip Goodson) 
Other - 301-429-3057 (Gretchen Dolan) 

After 5 ~ m  EST and 5pm CST onlv 
Trouble reporting 800-850-9048 (Network 
Knowledge Center) 

Identification 

The project must provide two live agents (supplied by OSC) manning stations to take 
incoming calls during business hours. Business hours are defmed as 8:OO to 20:OO in the 
caller’s local time’ione. With OSC being in the Central time zone and KMC customers 
being in both the Eastern and Central time zones, this impIies the hours of operation for 
OSC will be 7:dO to 20:OO Central time. 

During these hours, live agents will answer incoming calls using the scripts provided by 
KMC, and route the incoming calls to the proper KMC number. All of these call types 
are straightforward except for the SaledService calls, which must be routed to the 
appropriate KMC city. The scripting provided by Kh4C must provide a way for 0% to 
obtain the city servicing the caller as there will be no incoming ANI to identify the 
caller’s location. Obtaining the customer’s phone number and using the NPAMLX to 
look up the nearest KMC city will be the approach we take if the customer cannot 
identify the KMC city servicing them or if the caller is not an existing customer. 



After business hours, an IVR will be provided which mill  route all calls except 
sales/service to the same numbers the live agents would have forwarded them to. The 
saleslservice calls will be recorded, saved in a file and emailed to the Marketing Help 
Desk the following morning. 

Live Agent Traffic Provided by OSC 

OSC will provide live agents with CSR software customized to the KMC application. 
The application will follow the scripting provided by KMC. 

The agent will identify what type of incoming call they have. If it is a call with a well 
defined number to forward to, the agent will forward the call to that number. If the call is 
a sales/sewice call and the customer can identify the KMC city that services them, that 
number will be used. If the customer doesn’t know the KMC city that services them or 
they are not currently a customer, the customer’s phone number will be obtained, and the 
NPANXX of that phone number will be used to identify which KMC city is 
geographically nearest using OSC internal databases. 

The agent will not stay on the line to assure anyone at KMC answers. If there is no 
answer or the line is busy at KMC, we expect the customer to receive a voice mail 
capability provided at the KMC destination. It is therefore acceptable for OSC to use an 
automated approach to forwarding the call. 

Call records will be maintained that include the timestamp for the call, the agent handle 
time, the destination number forwarded to and the name of the customer who called. The . 
record will also include the agent who took the call and the station the call was received 
at. 

It is important to note that the terminating number for the NKC is an 800 number. 

After hours IVR / Voice Mail Provided by OSC 
After 20:OO Centraf Time, incoming calls will be routed to an IVR which will identify 
which type of incoming call we have and route‘ the call accordingly. 

Calls for trouble reporting, press and financial will simply be forwarded to the same 
KMC numbers that are used by the live agents during business hours. Since these are 
after hours calls, we expect a voice mail capability to be provided at the KMC 
destination. 

Calls for commercial or carrier saledservice will have the following information recorded 
and sent to the KMC Marketing Help Desk at the next start of business: 

City 
State 



Contact name 
Contact number 
Reason Calling - 

This will allow the KMC Marketing Help Desk to direct the customer’s inquiry to the 
appropriate KMC Cit) 

The scripting for the IVR will be as follows: 
“Thank. jou for calling KMC Trlecorn. You have reached customer service after hours. 
Business hours are betmeen Sam to 8prn If you are calling to report trouble, please press 
1 or hang up and dial 800-850-9048. If you are calling for Commercial Sales and Service 
including billing inquiries press 2, for Carrier Sales and Service press 3, for Finance press 
4, for press relations press 5. To repeat these options press 6.” 

The voice recordings that are accumulated should be segregated into the commercial and 
carrier types. The files that are saved should be identified by name as a commercial or 
carrier sales recording. 

These recordings will be compressed using zip and emaiIed to 
MbHzlDDesklTi~ictclzcon~.com. The following morning, the Marketing Help Desk, 
located in Duluth, will forward these messages via email and voice follow up to the 
respective KMC Sales Cities. 

Live ODerator Scripting Provided by OSC: 
- “Thank you for calling KMC Telecom, how may I help you?” 

BILLING/SALES/SERVICE/TROUBLE : 

SCENARIO 1: 
Caller - “I need to speak to someone about my service/bilvirouble/account.” 

- osc - “Before1 transfer you to your local office, I need to get some information 

-* “What is your account number?” (OSC Agent to continue on only if the following 

-“Your name and Company Name” 
-“Contact number?” 
-“Which KMC City Office have you been dealing with?” 
-“Thank you Mr/Mrs/Ms Smith, please hold while I transfer you to our (i.e 

from you.” 

information does not auto populate once account number is entered.” 

Savannah/Huntsville, etc) City Office. 

- “If caller indicates they do not have an account number and/or they are 



not yet a customer then OSC agent is to respond to caller as such... 
- - OSC - “If you are not yet a customer may I get your name, company name 

and address? I would like to send you information about the company before 
I transfer you to a KMC office in your area.” 

- osc -“I will get this information out to you today. Please hold Mr. Smith 
while 
1 transfer you to the (name the office the agent is transferring the caller to) .” 
Caller - does not want information. 
- osc -“What city are you located in?” s- “Please hold Mr. Smith while I transfer your call to our {name the 
*location.” 

- Caller agrees... 
- 

- 
- 
- 

SCENARIO 2: 
Caller - “I am.calling to talk with somebody about getting service. ” 

- OSC - “Before I transfer you to a local sales office, I need to get some information 
from you. Are you an existing customer?” 

** Caller - “NO.” 

E- “DO you mind if I send you information about KMC?.” 

Caller - “No.” 

E- “Great” 
-* “Your name and Company Name” 
-“Contact number?” 
- “Address” 
-“I will send this information out to  you today.” 
-“Thank you Mr/Mrs/h‘ls Smith, please hold while I transfer you to our (i.e 

Savannah/Huntsville, etc) City Office. 

** If caller indicates they do not want information sent to them. OSC is to proceed 
as such ... m- “May I get your name, contact number, and city you are located in? 
- osc - “Thank you Mr. Smith. Please hold while I transfer you to our (Name the 
KMC Citv office agent is transferring to).” 

SCENARIO 3: 



Caller - indicates they are an employee.. 
- osc -“Please hold Mr. Smith while I transfer you to Phillb Goodson.” 

CARRIER SALES/PRESS/FINANCE/OTHER: 

Caller - “I need to speak to someone in “Carrier Sales o r  Department, 
Pressmublic relations, Finance/Accounting, MISC” 

- “Before I transfer you to your local office, I need to get some 
information from you.” 

- “Your name and Company Name” 
- “Contact number?” 
-‘‘Thank you Mr/Mrs/Ms Smith, please hold while I transfer you to our 

CarrierlFinancemublic RelationsMarketine (Gretchen Dolan) 
department.” 

DAILY REPORTING 

At the end of each day, OSC is to email all information related to the calls 
transferred to each City Director (for the KMC Cities), and the contact person of 
each of the rest of the respective transfer areas such as CARRIER 
SALES/PRESSlFINANCIAL/OTHER. These contact names are located in the 
attached contact sheet which has also been revised as of 3/29/00. 

Daily emailed information is to show the following for each call transferred: 
Name of Caller 
CitylState of caller 
Timeldate Stamped 
Reason for the call 

MONTHLY Reporting 

Once per month, “standard” reports that contain call record data from the live agents 
should be generated and emailed to the following list of recipients: 

i co l l i  ;i~tnc~cli.cl)in.~iiiii  (Ted Collins) 
iithi.hi;i~:kinctele~oin.com (Marvin Hightower) 
inn~cil~r~ri:~nictcIrconi.c~in (Martin McDermott) 
\4rreis.u~kmctelecom.coni (Wendell Register) 



jrnitch'2Lnicteleconi.com (Jeff Mitchell) 

The reports should be "standard" monthly repofts that summarize the call volume for the 
month, break down call volumes per business hour for the month, classified by the type 
of call (categories denoted at the top of this document), caller name, date, time, callback 
number. That is, KMC should be able to see the summary of calls of each type received 
during each of the hourly periods of the business day. The reporting should include 
average handle time and call duration since the call will be held up by OSC during the 
time the caller talks to the KMC destination. 

A monthly report should also be generated for the IVR activity. This report will 
summarize the number of selections made on the IVR of each type (options 1 through 5). 
The report should be emailed to the same list of recipients above. 

Quality Assurance 

David Johnson, Manager of Quality Assurance for KMC has an existing process in place 
designed to randomly contact 300 KMC customers per quarter that are asked to 
participate in a QA Survey. KMC Marketing will forward the OSC monthly reports to 
David Johnson that will be incorporated into the survey response and feedback efforts. 
David's group will provide feedback on a quarterly basis back to Executive 
MarketingBales personnel showing results of the customer surveys broken doun into 
two separate segments, overall customer service targeted to city specific calls and 
customer service calls via 888-KMC-THE1 handled by OSC. 

KMC Executive Escalation Procedure for Callers 

This is where a caller has a "non-trouble" probledissue and OSC transfers the call to the 
"Director" of that city the customer is served out of, to handle. The caller indicates in a 
callback or immediately that they do not want a Director, instead, they want to speak with 
someone at a higher level. OSC's response to the caller is ... 

"That would be (RVP's name). Please hold Mr. Smith, while I locate (RVPs Name) for 
you." 

The OSC agent is to call the main number of the city indicated below. This is the ofice 
where the RVP office is located. The OSC agent is to ask the KMC receptionist or 
Administrative Assistant for the RVP and tell them the reason for the call. If the RVP is 
unavailable for any reason, then leave the message with the receptionist/Administrative 
Asst. If OSC gets an RVP on line, the OSC agent is to explain why the caller is calling. If 
the RVP can accept the call, the OSC agent is to release the caller to the RVP once the 
RVP has indicated this. 

OSC is to follow up with an "end of day email" to that RVP just as they currently do with 
Directors. Never direct transfer a call into an RVPs alternate cell phone or other number 



without speaking to the RVP first directly as to the reason for the call and the issue the 
caller is having. - 
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